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Date: 2022-06-28    
 

Urgent Field Safety Notice (FSN) 
Dringender Sicherheitshinweis 

ENT-single-use suction tube, rhinology 
  

For Attention of: Affected users and distributors 

 
Contact details  

 

SPIGGLE & THEIS Medizintechnik GmbH 

Burghof 14 

51491 Overath 

Germany 

Phone: +49 2206 9081 – 41 

Mobile:  

vigilance@spiggle-theis.com 

 

Information on Affected Devices 

Device Type 

ENT-single-use suction tubes, angled, rounded tip, suction control on side 100x 2.5 mm, 
sterile, 50 pieces/box  
ENT-single-use suction tubes, angled, rounded tip, suction control on side 100x3.0 mm, 
sterile, 50 pieces/box  
ENT-single-use suction tubes, angled, rounded tip, suction control on side 100x4.0 mm, 
sterile, 50 pieces/box  

The products are single-use suction tubes for the removal of liquids/tissue, e.g. from the 
surgical field, in the areas of ENT respectively head and neck surgery. In particular, the 
products affected by this FSCA are sinus suction tubes, purpose-built for use in the 
paranasal sinuses. Sinus suction tubes have an olive, which is attached distally to ensure 
atraumatic use on patients. 
 
Commercial name  

ENT-single-use suction tube, rhinology  
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Description of the product problem 

Through one of our customers, we have become aware of a problem with our ENT-
single-use suction tubes with a (distal) rounded tip.  
In a few products, the rounded tip can detach from the shaft. 
The hazard can be traced back to an error in the assembly of the shaft and olive. The risk 
exists only for the batches identified as affected.  
The resulting risk for the patient, is that the tip could be left behind in the treated area 
or could be aspirated, which may lead to a severe health impairment for the patient.  
To date are we not aware of such a case. 

Affected Products 

 

REF LOT 

3010025 20181130 

3010030 20181130 

3010040 20181130 
 

List of measures 

1. Please check your inventory regarding the product affected by the recall. Stop using 
or distributing the affected LOT numbers and quarantine them immediately.  

2. If you do not have an inventory of affected products, please tick the appropriate box 
on the Customer Reply Form (see Annex 1) and send it to the e-mail address indicated. 

3. If you have a stock of affected products, please send an email to vigilance@spiggle-
theis.com. You will then receive a return number. Please enter this return number in 
the intended section of the enclosed Customer Reply Form. 

4. As a distributor: Forward this safety information to all customers who have received a 
product affected by this safety information.  

5. Please fill in the Customer Reply Form with all details of the products in your area of 
responsibility that are affected by the recall action and send it to vigilance@spiggle-
theis.com.  

6. Please coordinate the return of the affected products with your Customer Service 
representative or your distributor. 

7. SPIGGLE & THEIS Medizintechnik GmbH (or the distributor responsible for you) will 
issue you a credit note upon receipt of the products. 

 
 
  








